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Perspective
Mitral and angulate regurgitation area unit caused by leaflet malcoaptation and 
have the potential to cause irreversible structural heart problems as well as the 
dilatation of the atrium and ventricle resulting in ultimate coronary failure. So 
as to avoid these irreversible effects, surgical correction is desired, specifically 
minimally invasive techniques that may correct mitral and angulate regurgitation 
as well as valve repair or replacement. However, anchoring strategies for valve 
repair or replacement devices area unit difficult as a result of the mitral or 
angulate annulus consists of soppy tissue that doesn't offer sturdy supporting 
foundation for these devices. Forces required to support these devices is 
within the transversal direction and/or within the longitudinal direction. A 
transversal force is needed in direct mitral annuloplasty techniques to shrink 
the annulus by multiple anchors distributed within the mitral annulus like the 
screws in CardioBand System (Valtech Cardio LTD, Israel) and needles in 
millepede IRIS Transcatheter Annuloplasty Ring (Millipede, Inc., Santa Rosa, 
CA). The longitudinal anchoring force within the valve replacement is needed 
to balance transvalvular pressure force and frequently abundant larger than 
the transversal force.

The chamber wall or the apexes area unit higher anchoring sites to produce 
direct tension forces on the force action line. AN anchor within the left chamber 
apex has been wont to tether the Tendyne valve in bicuspid valve replacement, 
and an anchor within the chamber septate wall has been wont to tether the 
LuX-Valve in atrioventricular valve replacement. Valve repair techniques like 
the plug devices and artificial chords need a longitudinal tethering force from 
the chamber anchors. The plug techniques embody Coaptation Plate for the 
mitral regurgitation and FORMA device (Edwards Life Sciences LLC, Irvine, 
CA) for angulate regurgitation. A transcatheter top anchor has been wont to 
tether the FORMA device. A transseptal anchor has been tried in bicuspid 
valve chord repair. These transcatheter anchors area unit sometimes needed 
to be deliverable and retractile. There area unit 2 styles for the chamber 
anchor: hook and screw (spiral) varieties. The screw anchor isn't utilized in the 
ventricle since it's a risk of detachment within the beating heart and will need a 
posh anti-rotation protection mechanism. The hook-anchor is often used since 
it's not simply detachable from the ventricle wall. Until now, the hook-anchor 
has been wont to anchor FORMA devices and Micra pacemakers (Medtronic 

PLC. Minneapolis, Minnesota) within the heart ventricle and utilized in bicuspid 
valve chord repair within the heart ventricle. No screw anchor has been used 
possibly thanks to potential risk of detachment. A transcatheter top anchor 
was tried within the Mitral Spacer technique while not success thanks to tissue 
organic phenomenon. Therefore, a chamber anchor style is crucial to those 
valve repair or replacement techniques.

The hook-anchor is typically cut from a Nitinol tube to make straight teeth 
that area unit bent into hooks. The hook-anchor has to be compressed into 
a sheath tube and undergoes giant deformation which can cause fracture 
of the hook teeth in delivery. The big actuation force in compression could 
cause buckling of a sheath tube additionally. Once the hook-anchor is free, it 
ought to restore its original form and bite the chamber wall or apex firmly and 
supply enough supporting anchoring force while not penetrating the serous 
membrane. Therefore, hook-anchor mechanics warrant investigation. During 
this paper, a constant study of the hook-anchor was performed to produce 
steerage for the chamber anchor style. A Nitinol tube of five in diameter was 
elite to style a hook anchor that may well be compressed into a sheath of half 
dozen half dozen in diameter. The anchor root region was five in diameter. 
The anchor was designed with half dozen teeth equally distributed so as to 
bite cavum tissue altogether directions though not all the teeth bite the vacuum 
tissue. AN anchor tooth was designed with three segments that were straight 
root, arc and straight tip, and outlined by half dozen geometric parameters: 
tooth dimension, thickness, and root length, radius of curvature, tip length and 
angle. Usually the anchor is meant to be exhausting enough in order that tissue 
organic phenomenon happens rather than anchor straightening and taking off 
of the tissue in anchor detachment. This tissue biting or holding force depends 
on the interaction between the cavum tissue and anchor, specifically on volume 
of the tissue concerned within the tissue-anchor interaction. Just in case all 
the teeth bite cavum tissue, the bite depths are proportional to volume of the 
tissue concerned in tissue-anchor interaction. The axial bite depth measures 
the buried depth of the anchor and therefore the radial bite depth measures 
buried space of cavum tissue. In keeping with the findings, each the axial and 
radial bite depths may well is modified by selecting the acceptable tip length. 
However, the radial bite depth was essentially unchanged once the tip length 
was but during this case, the radius of curvature may well be reduced so as 
to extend the radial bite depth. The radius of curvature of the anchor teeth 
continually affected the radial bite depth markedly.
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